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growing concern about environmental issues, they embody a valuable mean to
analyse buildings process consequences thus guiding designers towards better and
more aware choices.

and automatically update the outcomes when something in the model changes.

selection occurs.
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onstructions

today

represent

the environmental impacts related to
construction materials and products

Furthermore, buildings contribution to
global pollution is estimated to reach

within the common design practice,
trying to overcome some critical issues
to building sector, several Sustainable
Development strategies have been

with tools and methods were developed
to implement sustainability in the built

application.
considering both the recent European
regulations on construction materials

For a long period, main attention has
buildings operation, thus to energy

rating systems such as LEED, BREEAM

to heating and cooling aspects (Röck et

not consider environmental analysis
during the design process.
The reasons usually concern the high

buildings sustainability and to achieve
approaches and technologies have

comparisons.
Such tools should evaluate buildings

investment.

the assessment outcomes, provide
in

the

design

process

allowing
choices.

alternatives.

Among

the

already

two in particular are able to enhance
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at the same time, the entire buildings
method is considered a valuable means
to evaluate the environmental impact
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When employed to achieve sustainable
purposes in buildings projects, this

generating and managing coordinated
and consistent building data during its

to reduce environmental impacts and
established sustainability goals” (Wong

report

several

impacts

throughout

involving air, water and soil quality, thus

energy

consumption

assessment

approaches the complete method.
model to sustainability indicators
and metrics, can enhance detailed
water

and

energy

(Anderson

and
to undertake more aware decisions in
the early projects phases. At the same
time, this approach can stimulate
the last decades, crucial changes in the
design and management approaches

methodology, requiring a great amount

used in construction into a common

transparency
and
interoperability
between
the
stakeholders
thus
enhancing
communication
and

cycle”

(nationalbimstandard.org,

purposes, once the building is close

the building that includes a variety

processes and technologies able to
endorse a systematic approach to
able to guide the design process and

Despite being more challenging, the
has to occur in the early phases when
construction and operation processes
dimensional,

spatial,

quantitative,
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qualitative, and other data included in a
data.

sorted
per
building
materials,
components or assemblies.

building becomes a complicated task.

in

heterogeneous

environmental

decommissioning
circumstances
along with transportation issues

it involves assumptions about materials
tools, are still considered among the
cycle phases and conducting complete

Anyway, as previously stated, the stages
are the early ones, when the project

represents a key issue as it involves
redundant and potentially error-ridden

For these reasons, integration between
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assessment

techniques
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currently

products,
materials
and
components but not including
study will consider the building

data compatibility occurs, thus resulting

investigation will be limited to the

•

scheme adopted is shown in Table
1.

represents a key element in shaping
applications, this paper provides a
and it covers a considerable portion

Dynamo, which can interoperate between

•

consumption during the use phase
are listed as element to be included
in the assessment, this study
has been limited to the impacts
associated with materials and

related application.
related to buildings materials.

undertaking certain design choices at
initial project stages or, at least, at those
products selection occurs.

•
residence, has been developed with

assemblies and attributes such as

•

environmental implications at initial
stages.

materials and products alternatives,
since preliminary characteristics
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Data
acquisition
is
the
most
conspicuous issue since buildings

envelope materials and products

the most representative data related

spreadsheet

containing

all

the

•
“common language” based on data

development.

This

convention

the Autodesk Dynamo visual
programming tool, able to associate
the
environmental
impacts
contained in the spreadsheet to
the related materials and products

is

“Solution”, this study relies on a similar

•

and sorted per singular material or

•
application.
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schedule”.
designed

in

compliance

with

the

have been collected, thus assuming the
composed by plasterboard structures

and with the latest environmental
management standards. When the

Rockwool panels, enclosed in calcium-

With Autodesk Revit, it was possible

coat layers.

building materials generating a “wall

were used as a secondary data source.
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Eventually, a structured spreadsheet
materials and products environmental

•

materials per category and per

•
mark considering the previous

•
environmental indicators included
1

•

assigning unique tags to each
column in order not to create
ambiguities with the Revit model

consisted in the generation, within
parameters

able

to

contain

the

This was accomplished through the

script through the visual programming
tool Autodesk Dynamo, in order to
contained in the spreadsheet to the

•

Detecting the spreadsheet within a

1
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•
•
•
•
•

Assigning the lists content
incorporating the spreadsheet
data, to Revit detected parameters

•

singular material and per aggregate
components. Revit schedules, actually,
to run easy operation between the cells.
other custom parameters intended

indicator was calculated through the
Revit schedules.

Autodesk Dynamo in order to interrelate

to compare and select the materials
with the lower environmental loads or
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impact databases but, when data
occurs, they might not allow universal
designers on a day-to-day basis without

some step, as it requires manual data

an ambition to provide design guidance
materials and products as well as

Further development could boost the
leading to innovative, comprehensive
and reliable applications.

construction process are available and
can be considered a reliable opportunity
provided

to

several

order to conduct reliable and, within
certain circumstances, comparable

environmental

and analysis completion.

technology can represent a valid means
scales.
models usually reach only a low

database at a building element level can
initial phases.

evaluation, as the project acquires a

literature (Shadram and Mukkavaara,

allowing
updates.

progressive

assessment

to obtain comparable assessments,
and conventions to adopt, both in the
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standards and regulations depending
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•
outcomes, depends greatly on the

integration employing the proposed

•

•

automatically including aspects

assessment

construction techniques, materials
and product maintenance, is still

aiming at providing a reliable overview

initial

stages

and

alternatives.
Such an approach has shown to imply

building, thus avoiding manual

•

at

easy access to the actual quantities

assessment
variables
(e.g.
study boundaries, environmental
on just one case study does not

economic convenience, as well as some

environmental data processing and its

limitations.

scopes, depending on personal

•

design alternatives, especially with
regard to materials and products,

•
the conclusive ones, without re-

and products with the unit processes

•
materials and product that can be
updated with new elements and

is providing a great improvement in

This paper also evidences certain

•

Further developing the interoperability
producing a spreadsheet implies
a robust structure in naming
environmental impacts, resulting
in an accurate but time-consuming
manual data entry since is still not
achievable to obtain an automatic

•
still a delicate step since it depends

can concur to the improvement and the
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